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`The Derwent and Hope Valleys
Group of Advanced Motorists
WELCOMES YOU
As the UK‟s leading road safety charity, we are dedicated to increasing skills for
all road users, raising driving and riding standards and helping to save lives on our
roads.
Becoming part of the IAM, in whatever capacity, is a great way to enhance your
driving and riding skills in an enjoyable and educational environment. Of course,
safety is always our top concern, but it‟s a fun and exciting experience too!

Membership of our group includes:  One to one guidance sessions providing full preparation for your
Advanced Driving Test
 A copy of the IAM guide to advanced driving techniques „
 How to be a better driver'
 Advanced Test conducted by qualified IAM examiner
 Written assessment of your test performance
 IAM Certificate on passing the Advanced Driving test

An open invitation to:Monthly Guidance sessions held on :Sunday mornings, at two venues
Evening in the summer months
Second opinions conducted by senior observers
Evening training sessions held indoors during the winter months.
Guest speakers include
The Highways Agency,
Crash team investigators
IAM Examiner
Group organised events, recent sessions include:Skid pan experience,
Competitive tests of driving skills
The road from the cab of a 40 ton lorry
For more information visit our websites
matlock-iamroadsmart.org.uk

Facebook - Matlock IAM

Twitter - MatlockIAM

Congratulations on passing
your test
IMI National Observer Bike – Reassessment
Keith Pearce
Geoff Salt
Bill Storey
Local Observer Assessor Bike and Car – Re-qualification
Bill Storey
IAM Membership
Associate
Dave Barrow M/C
Rob JonesM/C F1RST

Observer
Geoff Salt
Ian Wildgoose

Welcome to the group
Rachael Doyle M/C
Adrian Saxton M/C

Rob Jones M/C

Chairman’s Ramblings
Welcome to the fourth newsletter of what has proved
and indeed continues to be a very unusual,
unprecedented and challenging year.
We are gradually getting back to some sort of
normality which has allowed us to recommence
observed runs for our bike associates and indeed our
bikers recently enjoyed an outside socially distanced

meet prior to a ride out. It is hoped to arrange further events like this
However, unfortunately we still feel unable to restart our normal guidance and meetings
and whilst IAM guidelines are that car observing can restart with certain mitigation we
do not feel that the potential possible mitigation is sufficient to fully protect our
members. This has been echoed by our observers and associates affected.
Accordingly we will not be starting observed drives at the present time.
I congratulate Keith Pearce, Geoff Salt and Bill Storey who despite the weather
conditions, especially over Beeley Moor, successfully completed their IMI National Bike
Observer reassessment. Bill also requalified as a Local Observer Assessor for both car
and motorcycles.
I welcome Rachael Doyle, Rob Jones and Adrian Saxton to the group and in the case
of Rob Jones I also have to congratulate him on passing his advanced test and being
awarded a F1RST. Thanks to Ian Wildgoose who was Rob‟s observer. Dave Barrow
has also recently had a good test pass so congratulations and thanks to his observer
Geoff Salt.

Now a plea for a volunteer to maintain the Group’s website. A while
ago Ian Revill, despite having no knowledge, answered the call and has been looking
after the site. However, unfortunately due to health issues Ian has been unable to
devote the time he had planned to develop his skills etc and understandably feels
unable to continue. I thank Ian for his work over the past months and hope he will
enjoy better health in the future. So whilst I am not expecting to be overwhelmed
with volunteers I do urge someone to step forward in our hour of need. Initial
support can be provided.
I thank Kate for continuing to produce the bi-monthly newsletter which during the
current time is only available and being distributed electronically as we continue to keep
in touch with members. I know it is not an easy task to continue producing such an
interesting newsletter and the task can be made a little easier if members forward Kate
any articles etc which will be of interest.
This is the time of year when usually a lot of drivers are undertaking longer journeys
than usual, as they go on their summer holiday, many driving for too long a period of
time and also whilst tired possibly following a day at work. The cars quite often
overloaded and bored children on board and no planned stops etc.
This year as the hospitality sector has opened up and people, frustrated by the
lockdown, are looking to a staycation the above issues are potentially also exacerbated
by the fact that a lot of drivers may well not have driven much lately and therefore be a
little rusty. So do be aware and take extra care on the roads.
As always I wish you safe motoring and stay safe.
Kevin J Knight – Group Chairman

National Observer Re-assessments.
Following the restart of motorcycle Observing, all our motorcycle Observers were paired off
to check that each others skill levels were up to standard.
For some National Observers it was time for their 5 yearly re-assessment with the
Regional Quality Assurance Manager, Peter Serhatlic. Postponed from earlier in the year,
a day was arranged for Bill Storey, Keith Pearce and Geoff Salt. Keith and Bill met peter at
Rowsley on a dull day, and after their briefing Bill set off followed by Peter and Keith. Over
Beeley Moor it was wet and visibility variable, over to Slack Hill, to Tansley and on to
Wessington, where Keith took the lead, to Oakerthorpe, South Wingfield, Crich and down
to Whatstandwell. Due to may cafes being closed the caravan at Whatstandwell was
chosen for their debrief, and after ride brew.
Dripping wet, Bill and Keith were told they were well up to the standard required and requalified. Bill also re-qualified as a Local Observer Assessor, which means he can approve
local observers within our Group, so anyone thinking of becoming an Observer would
come under his wing to learn the ropes.
Geoff then arrived to meet Peter for his assessment, and the weather seemed to pick up.
His route back to Matlock, Tansley to CMC at Clay Cross followed by Peter was safely
completed and Geoff was told his standard was still suitably high, and he was re-qualified.
National Car Observers re-qualifications are on hold at present, and once they restart, only
Observers who feel safe to be in a car with the assessor will be assessed. Those not
observing due to the current pandemic, will retain their status, and will undergo reassessment, if it is due, as soon as they resume.
Due to the wet weather, no pictures were taken at the time, but here are old pictures of Bill,
Keith and Geoff.

Car Observing possible restart.
Hi everyone, You may have seen the latest communication from the IAM about
plans to restart car observing.
The IAM have announced that as the Government are letting Driving Schools reopen, that
they too are permitting car observing to restart from 20th July, with peer checks for
Observers starting from 6th July. This is a personal choice for Observers, and no pressure
will be put on anyone to restart.
At present I have not had any Observer contact me, who is willing to restart yet. The
consensus of opinion is that it is too early, even with the guidelines issued. Sitting in
someone else‟s car, even with face coverings and hand sanitizer, has not allayed fears of
the virus. The insurance cover issue is being checked, as until we get confirmation of
illness cover from our insurers, we cannot recommend restarting any time soon.
( As of today (4th July) I have not had a satisfactory reply to this, but will notify everyone
once I do.)
From a personal point of view, I believe it is not safe to restart car observing, as social
distancing cannot possibly be maintained, even with face covering. There are too many
what ifs, and areas of risk which I am not prepared to take at this time.
Observers will be updated when anything changes, and it will be their own choice if they
wish to restart. Having a peer check with another Observer may be problematic, but we will
work round that if it arises.
I urge everyone to take the time to refresh their knowledge from the Highway Code and
IAM book, and Roadcraft if you have a copy. I have been sent a link to some video clips on
advanced driving. Please find time to view them, the link is
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLLmJ4tDuk8rj5b_gFsVIx1fLK7c-1j7kC.

The difference between us and driving schools is that driving schools can regulate
who gets into their cars, they can sanitise between drivers etc. We however would
be getting into someone else‟s car, we have no control over the cleanliness of that
car or who has been in it before us. Wearing face coverings would be mandatory but
of limited benefit in a confined space, sitting alongside someone for over an hour.
We are all volunteers, and no one is or should be under any pressure to restart
observing until absolutely happy to do so. You are responsible for your own safety.
Likewise the associates, they must be happy to start again only when they feel safe
to do so.
We are going to take the position that none of our Observers are ready to
restart as yet. If, however, you are willing to restart observing later this month, and
follow whatever guidelines we receive, please let me know. We can then arrange for
you to obtain face coverings, hand sanitiser etc, and we would reimburse you for
that. IT IS YOUR CHOICE. We would then see if any associates are ready to restart
and pair you off if possible. We only have 3 associates under training and none
waiting.
We will continue to monitor the situation, which at present appears to be worsening
in places, and keep you updated. If you have any ideas or comments, please let me
have them.
Bill Storey

Chief Observer.

Insurance cover for groups
Latest update.
A number of groups have asked about our insurance policies and the provision they
make for any claims that may arise as a result of Advanced Driver coaching
resuming. Our insurance agent, John Cushion for Saffron Insurance Services Ltd
provides the following clarification:
"IAM RoadSmart has laid down very strict guidelines for the resumption of Observed
runs following the easing of lockdown restrictions. These guidelines are made
known to both the Observer and the Associate prior to an Observed run
commencing and will form part of the signing off process.
As part of the overall insurance packages, IAM RoadSmart has in place Employers
Liability, Public Liability and Professional Indemnity (Trustee Indemnity) covers.
In addition, Observers are provided with Personal Accident benefits whilst
undertaking Observed runs and other IAM RoadSmart duties but this does not
extend to include sickness cover.
As an employer, IAM RoadSmart has a duty to ensure that a safe system of work is
implemented for its employees and for the purpose of this insurance a volunteer is
regarded as an employee.
Adherence to the aforementioned guidelines should of course ensure the Observed
run is carried out safely. However, in the unlikely event that an Observer succumbs
to the COVID -19 virus as a result of contact with the Associate then any claim
made against IAM RoadSmart would be dealt with by their employers liability
insurers. In a reverse situation where an Associate is affected, a claim would be
dealt with by the IAM RoadSmart public liability insurers. It has to be borne in mind
however that these are policies of liability and even if it could be proved that the
COVID-19 virus was contracted during the short time span of an observed run,
negligence would still have to be proved against IAM RoadSmart."
Full details of the insurance provided by IAM RoadSmart can be found on the Group
Management dashboard or by contacting Saffron Insurance Services Ltd

Motorcycle Guidance Resumes.
The recent advice from IAM Roadsmart is that Group Rides (Motorcycle) could be
resumed from 1st June, provided that there were groups of no more than 6, all
respecting social distancing. Also, observed rides may be resumed on 15th June.
Following this advice, our group made preparations to ensure our local Observers
were ready to deliver guidance runs by the 15th, by arranging one to one refresher
rides between observers.
Observed rides have commenced between Associates and Observers. With Tests
resuming on Monday 6th July, there was every incentive to get things going, and
several of our associates have quickly gone on to take their tests successfully
already.
However, since we are a sociable group, and the resumption of our twice monthly
Sunday meets remain postponed, many of the Group motorcyclists decided to have
a sociable meet up.
A group of members, both associates and observers met at the Hassop Station Cafe
car park, and had a pleasant ride out over Froggatt Edge, Fox House, Hathersage
and a stop in Castleton, before resuming the ride up Winnats Pass, Sparrowpit,
Tideswell Cross Roads and some had another stop at the top of Longstone Edge to
take in the delightful views west into the setting sun.

Typical pre test questions from an examiner
In Tesco car park he explained his pre-ride checks and gave a model answer to what was
involved in carrying out an in depth tyre inspection.

His Highway Code knowledge was good, relating to riding in fog and how to instruct a
pillion passenger. He answered individual questions thoroughly but also expanded his
answers into a general all round knowledge of road safety indicating he had obviously
studied and absorbed the course material.
This shows that a good all round knowledge of the course material and highway code is
required.
Bill Storey

Cycle lane road signs and markings –
Tips from IAM RoadSmart
Do you know your solid white line cycle lane from your broken white line cycle lane?
New powers have been granted to local councils to
enforce cycle lanes – but do you know your road
markings? Ignorance of the law is no defence, so
with new bicycle facilities popping up all over our
towns and cities at the moment, as cycling is
encouraged to ease pressure on public transport
during the Coronavirus pandemic, it is now more
important than ever to know where and when you
can park.
Cars or motorcycles illegally parked on mandatory cycle lanes can force cyclists to
deviate from their path and put them at risk of conflict with passing vehicles. From
today (22 June 2020) councils can use CCTV vans to record offences. There will
always be a right of appeal if signage is unclear or mistakes have been made, but
that can be a time-consuming hassle with no guarantee of success.
Neil Greig, IAM RoadSmart‟s Director of Policy and Research, therefore has these
top tips to help brush up your knowledge and ensure you know the rules of the road
around cycle lanes and where you are allowed to park:


Dust off your Highway Code and Know Your Traffic Signs knowledge. You
can view both online to make sure you‟re familiar with road signs and
markings and what they mean.



Rule 140 of the Highway Code is the main one for cycle lane advice. It states:
“You must not drive or park in a cycle lane marked by a solid white line during
its times of operation. Do not drive or park in a cycle lane marked by a broken
white line unless it is unavoidable. You must not park in any cycle lane whilst
waiting restrictions apply.”



When it comes to a cycle lane marked with broken white lines, use common
sense in relation to the term „unavoidable‟. While you should not normally
cross them, there may be occasions when the confines of space or the nature
of traffic dictate it as unavoidable.



It is your responsibility as a driver to check signage on street lights or poles to
find out exactly what the parking restrictions are and the hours of operation of
the cycle lane. These may have changed since you last visited your town
centre. Even if a cycle lane looks temporary, if it has a solid white line it will be
mandatory and the parking and stopping advice will apply.



You can „pick up and set down passengers‟ but that means you must never
leave your vehicle unattended or stay too long. Loading information will be on
plates or on kerb markings. If in doubt, park or load somewhere else.



With the introduction of pop-up cycle lanes and other initiatives to promote
walking and cycling and keep public transport use to a minimum, check before
you head out on the roads. Your local roads may be familiar to you, but they
may have changed since you last ventured out on them.

Neil added: “Watch out for more cyclists than before on our roads. They have no
airbags, crumple zones or seatbelts to protect them. Treat them the way you would
want to be treated. It is important to give people the space - at least 1.5m - they
need to use the road. At this time you should also expect a wider range of ages and
abilities as more people try it out for the first time to avoid public transport.”

First „CYCLOPS‟ junction opens in Manchester to boost
bike safety

More CYCLOPS junctions are set to roll out in Manchester, Cambridge and Ottawa
A new Cycle Optimised Protected Signals (CYCLOPS) junction, which fully
segregates cyclists from general traffic, has opened in Hulme, Manchester. It is the
first of its type in the UK but more are set to follow.
Bicycles approach the junction from four „arms‟, converging onto a cycle track which
completely encircles the junction, allowing bikes to make a right turn while being
protected from traffic, and to complete the manoeuvre in one movement (dependent
on signal timings).
As part of an ambition to increase cycling and walking in Greater Manchester, the
Bee Network is being rolled out. With a planned 1,800 miles (2,896 kilometres) of
infrastructure, it will be the UK‟s largest joined-up cycling and walking network and
aims to provide “a genuine alternative” to driving. Engineers from Transport for
Greater Manchester (TfGM), the regional transport body, were challenged to provide
safer junctions for cyclists whilst maintaining overall junction performance for all
modes.
Richard Butler and Jonathan Salter, the TfGM engineers who designed the
CYCLOPS, told Cities Today: “The key innovation is the cycle route being on the
outside of the pedestrian crossings, which provides more space and means all types
of junction arrangements can be incorporated within the external orbital cycle track.”
Flexible design
Chris Boardman, Cycling and Walking Commissioner for Greater Manchester, called
the design “simply genius”.

“Crossing busy junctions on foot or by bike can be a complicated and scary
experience and is often a huge barrier for people travelling by foot or bike, and
having to navigate a number of these can make them opt for the car,” he said. “This
junction design will make journeys easier and smoother for those doing their bit by
cycling or walking, without impacting negatively on any other modes.”
Salter and Butler said that the design, which took three years from concept to
deployment, is inspired by international examples of best practice, such as the wellestablished Dutch system. Over 30 CYCLOPS junctions are currently in
development across Greater Manchester, with others underway in Cambridge and
Ottawa, Canada.
The engineers said for future implementations: “The concept will stay the same, but
a key benefit of this junction is that it‟s incredibly versatile so can be adapted to suit
different junction configurations and sizes.”
The opening of the CYCLOPS marks the completion of the first phase of the
construction of a £13.4 million cycling and walking route between Manchester and
Chorlton.

MOTs will be mandatory again from August as the
Government cuts short the six-month test exemption
during pandemic






A six-month MOT test exemption was introduced on 30 March to help slow the
spread of the coronavirus
In April and May, MOT test volumes fell to just 2.2m - down from 7.2m in 2019
Restrictions on car use in England was lifted in May, increasing concerns that
many vehicles could be unsafe
DVSA says 90% of garages are now open
again so drivers can have cars tested
Cars due to be tested before 1 August are
still eligible for the six-month extension
but owners are recommended to have
them tested as soon as possible

MOT extension axed: Car owners with an MOT due
date from 1 August will need to have their them
tested now that the temporary six-month
coronavirus exemption has been lifted
Mandatory MOTs are to be reintroduced from 1
August, cutting short the six-month test exemption
introduced on 30 March in response to the
coronavirus lockdown, it has been confirmed today.
The Government had put in place an extension to
tests for half a year, though warned motorists that
they would be responsible for ensuring their cars
were roadworthy - else face a fine of up to £1,500.
Confirming the news on Monday, Roads Minister Baroness Vere said: 'Garages across the
country are open and I urge drivers who are due for their MOT to book a test as soon they
can.'
Drivers had been granted a six-month exemption from MOT testing to help slow the spread
of the virus at the beginning of the pandemic.
However, since lockdown has been eased in England, motor industry bodies have called
for the MOT extension to be axed to ensure the safety of drivers and to help garages
recover from a significant drop in business.
At the beginning of May, the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders, Independent
Garage Association and Institute of the Motor Industry clubbed together to mount
pressure on the government to cull the MOT temporary MOT rules.


How to get cheap car insurance: Ten tips to find the best quotes | This is Money

With the test exemption in place, MOT volumes fell from 7.2 million in April and May a
year ago to just 2.2 million in the same months of 2020 - a decline of 70 per cent.

And with one in three cars failing their MOT on average, it means there could be 1.6 million
cars being driven that would have been deemed unroadworthy if tested over the previous
two months, This is Money exclusively revealed earlier this month.
With many drivers also likely taking advantage of the extension in June, garages have
been given the green light to clear some of the logjam of tests the exemption is likely to
cause from September.
MOT volumes fell from 7.2 million in April and May a year ago to just 2.2 million in the
same months of 2020 - a decline of 70%

Checks to ensure cars are roadworthy during MOT exemption (DfT)
Every time you drive you should check:
- the windscreen, windows and mirrors are clean
- all lights work
- the brakes work
Your vehicle's handbook will tell you how often to check the:
- engine oil
- water level in the radiator or expansion tank
- brake fluid level
- battery
- windscreen and rear window washer bottles - top up with windscreen washer fluid if
necessary
- tyres: they must have the correct tread depth and be free of cuts and defects
The handbook will also tell you when your vehicle needs to be serviced.
Tyre tread
Tread must be a certain depth depending on the type of vehicle:
cars, light vans and light trailers - 1.6 millimetres (mm)
motorcycles, large vehicles and passenger-carrying vehicles - 1mm
Mopeds only need to have visible tread.
There must be tread across the middle three-quarters and around the entire tyre.
Now that restrictions have eased, all drivers whose car, motorcycle or van is due for an
MOT test from 1 August will be required to get a test certificate to continue driving their
vehicle.
Drivers with an MOT due date before 1 August will still receive a six-month exemption from
testing - but can get them tested sooner if they wish.
If they decide to take advantage of the extension, the government reiterated that all
vehicles must continue to be properly maintained and kept in a roadworthy condition.
If not, motorists caught by police at the wheel of an unsafe vehicle will be fined.
Vehicle owners who are eligible for the extension can voluntarily get their MOT sooner
should they wish, even if they are exempt from the legal requirement.
In a statement released today, Baroness Vere said: 'As people return to our roads, it is
vital that motorists are able to keep their vehicles safe. That's why as restrictions are
eased, from 1 August MOT testing will again become mandatory.'
Responding to the announcement, Edmund King, AA president, said: 'It makes sense to
reintroduce MOT testing from 1 August 2020 now that Covid-19 restrictions are being lifted
and all garages and dealerships are open.

'Car traffic is on the increase already and will grow as more drivers return to the road with
the re-opening of hospitality and travel with their families for 'staycation' holidays.
'The extension was a pragmatic move to help drivers in self isolation but as services
resume we agree that reintroducing the MOT with good advance notice will help drivers
and make our roads safer.'

Thanks to all the members who have contributed to this issue –
particularly the excellent cartoons!!
Kate

Speed cameras ARE being used to fleece drivers:
Watchdog reveals how locations are chosen in 'good hunting
grounds' for making money rather than preventing accidents

Speed camera sites are being used to make money rather than prevent accidents,
an official report revealed last night.
The police watchdog says some locations are chosen because they are 'good
hunting grounds' for fines.
Safety camera partnerships – local bodies which operate speed traps – have even
protected their revenues by stopping police officers using driver education as an
alternative strategy.
Motorists have long suspected they are cash cows – 2.3million speeding fines were
handed out in 2018, potentially raking in around £230million.

Figures show the
number of speeding
fines handed out
has grown by more
than 40 per cent
between 2011 and
2018 - rising to over
2.1million. Pictured:
Average speed
cameras keep an
eye on traffic on the
M6 in Cheshire

Campaigners said the findings were unacceptable because cameras should be
about 'saving lives and nothing more'. The report by Her Majesty's Inspectorate of
Constabulary and Fire & Rescue Services called for greater transparency over the
use of cameras and their revenues.
It said: 'Apparent unwillingness to support education over enforcement had led to
suspicion among officers, including some at chief officer level, that the focus of
activity was intended to increase revenue for the safety partnership.
'They gave examples of some camera sites that they believed didn't have a history
of collisions or other identified vulnerabilities. Elsewhere, we were told that the
reason enforcement took place at certain locations was that they were 'good hunting
grounds', rather than because they had a history of collisions.'

4. M1 south between J26 and 25 in Nottinghamshire has 20,549
tickets and £2.05 million in fines

The camera on the M1 south between J26 and 25 in Nottinghamshire
The report said some forces had set up community speedwatch schemes to change
driver behaviour without prosecution.
These can involve volunteers being issued with radar guns and the details they
gather can lead to a warning letter to the motorist or even a fine. Such initiatives
have been blocked by safety camera partnerships, so they could carry on sending
out speeding tickets, the report said.
'We found examples where the use of partnership enforcement activity appeared to
be in direct conflict with the development of a speedwatch scheme,' it added.
'In one force area, a safety partnership agreement prevented local speedwatch
schemes from operating on roads where the safety partnership deployed mobile
speed enforcement cameras.
'Forces and their partners need to make sure that there is transparency over how
and where cameras are located.
Inspectors found that there were suspicions that the cameras were being used to
generate revenue. While police forces do not receive money from traffic fines, they
are able to claim back administration costs. Pictured: An officer using a hand-held
speed gun (library image)
'There are already government guidelines on this issue, but we believe that these
should be refreshed to include a requirement for publication of what revenue is
raised and how it is spent.'
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Meeting Venues
Outdoor Guidance
Eyre Arms Calver. S32 3XH Car park
Second Sunday in month10.00am
McDonald‟s 43 Bakewell Road Matlock DE4 3AU car park - area to the right
Third Sunday in month 10.00am

Indoor
(Winter Programme October-April Summer Programme May-Sept)
Duke William. 91 Church Street Matlock DE4 3BZ
First Tues in month 7.30pm
See Diary dates for details or our web site
https://matlock-iamroadsmart.org.uk/
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